Snow Scene Mittens No. 443
Size 7
Materials—Fleisher’s, Bear Brand or Bucilla Casa-Laine Sport Yarn, 1 ball White, 1 ball Black; or
Fleisher’s, Bear Brand or Bucilla Sweater and Stocking Yarn, 1 skein White, 1 skein Black.
2 pairs Fleisher’s or Bucilla Double Pointed White Knitting Needles, Size 1.
(Continued on Page 8)

Blustery Weather Mittens No. 444
Medium Size
For large size work 1 extra cable twist before decreasing at top.
Materials—Bear Brand-Bucilla Standard Knitting Worsted, 1 skein; or
Fleisher’s Superior Knitting Worsted, 1 skein.
1 pair Bucilla or Fleisher’s White Knitting Needles, Size 10.
Bucilla or Fleisher’s White Crochet Hook, Size 8.
(Continued on Page 8)

Ice Carnival Mittens No. 441
Small and Medium Size
Instructions are written for medium size, any changes for small or teen-age size will be found in parentheses.
Materials—Fleisher’s, Bear Brand or Bucilla Casa-Laine Sport Yarn, 1 ball each Color A and B; or
Fleisher’s, Bear Brand or Bucilla Sweater and Stocking Yarn, 1 skein each Color A and B.
Fleisher’s or Bucilla White Crochet Hook, Size 3.
(Continued on Page 8)

Snow Flake Mittens No. 442
Small and Medium Size
Instructions are written for medium size, any changes for small or teen-age size will be found in parentheses.
Materials—Fleisher’s, Bear Brand or Bucilla Casa-Laine Sport Yarn, 2 balls; or
Fleisher’s, Bear Brand or Bucilla Sweater and Stocking Yarn, 2 skeins.
Fleisher’s Highland Brand or Bear Brand Ladyfair Sweater Floss, 1 ball Contrasting Color for trimming.
Fleisher’s or Bucilla White Crochet Hook, Size 3.
(Continued on Page 8)
Occasion!

Town and Country Gloves No. 437
Medium Size

Materials—Bear Brand, Bucilla or Fleisher’s Sock and Sweater Yarn, 2 skeins.
Bucilla Softtwist for Embroidery, 1 skein Contrasting Color.
1 set Bucilla or Fleisher’s Steel Sock Needles, Size 13.
(Continued on Page 9)

Cosies No. 439
Medium Size (6½)

Materials—Fleisher’s, Bear Brand or Bucilla Casca-Laine Sport Yarn, 1 ball; or
Fleisher’s, Bear Brand or Bucilla Sweater and Stocking Yarn, 1 skein.
1 set Fleisher’s or Bucilla Steel Sock Needles, Size 14.

or
Fleisher’s, Bear Brand or Bucilla Imported Pure Alpaca, 3 skeins.
1 set Fleisher’s or Bucilla Steel Sock Needles, Size 15.
(Continued on Page 10)

Summertime Shorties No. 440
Medium Size

Materials—Bucilla Floraltone Wondersheen, 2 skeins.
Bucilla White Crochet Hook, Size 2.
Gauge: 5 sts = 1 inch
11 rows = 2 inches
Gloves are worked with double strand throughout.

RIGHT GLOVE—Palm—Ch 39 for outside edge of palm and 4th finger. First row (wrong side)—1 sc
(Continued on Page 10)

Warmies for Men or Women
No. 438 (at right) No. 445 (shown on page 4)
Medium Size

These instructions are written for Women’s Gloves, for Men’s Gloves follow figures in parentheses.
When finishing the Men’s Gloves, line the palm and fingertips with strips cut from an old leather glove
(see page 4). This makes for longer wear and is excellent for motorists as it insures a firm grip.

Materials—Bear Brand—Bucilla Standard Knitting Worsted, 1 skein; or
Fleisher’s Superior Knitting Worsted, 1 skein.
2 pairs Bucilla or Fleisher’s Double Pointed White Knitting Needles, Size 1.
(Continued on Page 11)
Commuter Special No. 447

Medium Size

Materials—Fleisher’s, Bear Brand or Bucilla Casa-Laine Sport Yarn, 1 ball; or Fleisher’s, Bear Brand or Bucilla Sweater and Stocking Yarn, 1 skein.

1 set Fleisher’s or Bucilla Steel Sock Needles, Size 12.

Gauge: 8 sts=1 inch 11 rounds=1 inch

RIGHT GLOVE—Cast on 56 sts, divide on 3 needles. Work ribbing of k 2, p 2 for 3 ins; mark last st as end of round.

Hand—First round of cable pattern—K 4, * p 1, k 6, p 1, k 4, p 1 k 6, p 1 *; k 6, k 3 sts in next st (first inc. for thumb), k to end of round. 2nd round—K 4, repeat between *’s of first round, k to end of round. 3rd round—Same as 2nd round. 4th round—K 4, repeat between *’s of first round, k 6, inc. 1 st in next st (first thumb st), k 1, inc. 1 st in next st (last thumb st), k to end of round. 5th, 6th and 7th round—Same as 2nd round. 8th round (cable twist)—K 4, p 1, slip next 3 sts to a crochet hook and hold in front of work, k next 3 sts, k 3 sts from hook, p 1, k 4, p 1, slip next 3 sts to hook and hold in front, k next 3 sts, k 3 sts from hook, p 1, k 6; inc. 1 st in next st, k 3, inc. 1 st in next st; k to end of round. Repeat these 8 rounds for pattern, increasing 1 st in first and 1 st in last thumb st, every 4th round, having 2 sts more in thumb gore, after each successive inc. round and repeating cable twist every 8th round, until there are 9 increases at each side of thumb gore. There will be 19 sts in thumb gore. Work 1 round after last inc., end just before the first thumb st. Slip 19 sts for thumb to a thread, cast on 5 sts for inner side of thumb, work to end of round, end just before 5 cast-on sts (60 sts). Work 18 rounds even, continuing cable pattern. Work 6 rounds, discontinuing the cable pattern, end just before the 5 cast-on sts. The fingers are worked in plain knitting.

First Finger—Slip the last 10 sts to a free needle, with another needle k the next 5 sts (over the 5 cast-on sts), k 2 more sts to the last needle; slip remaining 43 sts to a thread (to be held for the
other 3 fingers), cast on 4 sts on the 2nd needle. Divide the 21 sts on 3 needles, join. K around for 3 ins. **Next round**—K 2 tog, k to end of round. K 1 round even. **First dec. round**—* K 2 tog, k 3; repeat from * to end of round (16 sts). K 1 round even. * K 2 tog, k 2; repeat from * to end of round (12 sts). K 1 round even. K 2 tog, 6 times in succession; break off and draw end twice through remaining 6 sts, darn in end.

**Second Finger**—Slip 7 sts from thread on back of hand to needle, pick up and k 4 sts on the 4 cast-on sts on side of first finger, k 7 sts from other end of thread (palm side of hand) to a needle, cast on 3 sts for other side of 2nd finger. Place these 21 sts on 3 needles. K around for 3½ ins. *Finish as first finger.

**Third Finger**—Slip 7 sts from end of thread on back of hand, pick up and k 3 sts on the 3 cast-on sts on 2nd finger, k 7 sts from other end of thread to a needle, cast on 3 sts. On these 20 sts work same as first finger. Dec. as for first finger, beginning with first dec. round.

**Fourth Finger**—Slip the remaining 15 sts from thread to needles; pick up and k 3 sts on the 3 cast-on sts on 3rd finger. Work even on these 18 sts for 2½ ins. Dec. as follows: * k 2 tog, k 1; repeat from * 5 times (12 sts). K 1 round even. K 2 tog 6 times in succession; break off and draw end twice through remaining 6 sts; darn in end.

**Thumb**—Slip the 19 thumb sts from thread to 2 needles, pick up and k 5 sts on the 5 cast-on sts and an extra st at each end (26 sts). K 2 rounds even. * Next round, dec. 1 st at center of the 5 cast-on sts. K 1 round even. Repeat from * 3 times. Work even on remaining 22 sts until thumb measures 2½ ins. on inner side. Next round, * k 2 tog, k 9; repeat from * once. K 1 round even. Finish as for first finger beginning with first dec. round.

**LEFT GLOVE**—Work cuff to correspond to right glove.

**Hand**—**First round of cable pattern**—K 25, k 3 sts in next st, k 6, * p 1, k 6, p 1, k 4, p 1, k 6, p 1; k 4. Work to correspond to right glove to first finger.

**First Finger**—Begin first finger 2 sts before the 5 sts cast on over thumb, k the 5 sts cast on over thumb, k the next 10 sts, cast on 4 sts for inside of finger. Complete as for right glove. Steam, see page 15.

**Gloves**

**Social Call No. 446**

**Medium Size**

**Materials**—Fleisher’s, Bear Brand or Bucilla Casa-Laine Sport Yarn, 1 ball; or Fleisher’s, Bear Brand or Bucilla Sweater and Stocking Yarn, 1 skein.

1 set Fleisher’s or Bucilla Steel Stock Needles. Size 12.

**Note**—For smaller size use size 13 needles; for larger size use size 11.

**Gauge**—7 sts=1 inch 11 rounds=1 inch

**RIGHT GLOVE—Cuff**—Cast on 56 sts, place on 3 needles, join, work in ribbing of k 2, p 2 for 3 ins.

**Head**—K 1 round plain, mark last st as end of round. **First inc. round for thumb gore**—K 2 sts in first st (inc.), k 1, inc. in next st, k to end of round. K 2 rounds even. **2nd inc. round**—Inc. in first thumb st, k 3, inc. in last thumb st, k to end of round. K 2 rounds even. **3rd inc. round**—Inc. in first thumb st, k 5, inc. in last thumb st, k to end of round. K 2 rounds even. Continue to inc. in first and in last thumb st every 3rd round, having 2 sts more between increases in each successive increase round, until there are 21 sts in gore. K 2 rounds even after the last inc., end with the first thumb st. Slip the next 19 sts to a thread, cast on 5 sts, k to end (60 sts). K 2½ ins. even, end just before the 5 cast-on sts.

**First Finger**—Slip the last 10 sts to a free needle, with another needle k the next 5 sts (over the 5 cast-on sts), k 2 more sts to last needle; slip remaining 43 sts to a thread (for other 3 fingers), cast on 4 sts. Divide the 21 sts on 3 needles, join. K 3 ins. Next round, k 2 tog, k to end of round. K 1 round even. * K 2 tog, k 3; repeat from * to end of round (16 sts left). K 1 round even. * K 2 tog, k 2; repeat from * to end of round. K 1 round even. K 2 tog, 6 times in succession; break off and draw end twice through remaining 6 sts, darn in end.

**Second Finger**—Slip 7 sts from thread on back of hand to needle, pick up and k 4 sts on the 4 cast-on sts of first finger, k 7 sts from palm of hand to a needle, cast on 3 sts. Divide these 21 sts on 3 needles and k 3½ ins. Finish as for first finger.

**Third Finger**—Slip 7 sts from end of thread on upper side of hand to a needle, pick up and k 3 sts on the 3 cast-on sts on 2nd finger, k 7 sts from other end of thread to a needle, cast on 3 sts (20sts). Finish as for first finger, omitting the first dec.

**Fourth Finger**—Slip the remaining 15 sts from thread to needles, pick up and k 3 sts on the 3 cast-on sts (18 sts). Work 2½ ins. even. Dec. as follows: * k 2 tog, k 1, repeat from * 5 times (12 sts left). K 1 round even. K 2 tog 6 times in succession; break off and finish as before.

**Thumb**—Slip the 19 thumb sts from thread to 2 needles, pick up 5 sts on the 5 cast-on sts and an extra st at each end (26 sts). K 2 rounds even. * Next round, dec. 1 st at center of the 5 cast-on sts. K 1 round even. Repeat from * 3 times. Work even on remaining 22 sts until thumb measures 2½ ins. on inner side. Next round, * k 2 tog, k 9; repeat from * once. K 1 round even. Finish as for first finger. Fasten off.

**LEFT GLOVE**—Work as for right glove to first finger. Begin the first finger 2 sts before the 5 cast-on sts at inside of thumb, k the 5 sts over the 5 cast-on thumb sts and also the next 10 sts, cast on 4 sts for inside of finger (21sts). Work fingers as on right glove. Steam, see page 15.

**Rough ‘n’ Ready Mittens No. 448**

**Materials**—Fleisher’s Superior Knitting Worsted, 1 skein; or Bear Brand-Bucilla Standard Knitting Worsted, 1 skein.

1 set Fleisher’s or Bucilla Steel Stock Needles. Size 10.

**Gauge**—6 sts=1 inch 9 rounds=1 inch

(Continued on Page 12)
For Little Ones!

Directions for all of the warm smart mittens shown on this page are written in 3 sizes so that you can make them for baby or his older sister and brother.

www.antiquepatternlibrary.org 2019.07
Kittens Mittens No. 450 A-B-C

A—Infants  B—Size 1 Year  C—Size 2 to 3 Years

Instructions may be used for either of the 3 sizes. Check yarn and hook for size you wish to make.

Materials—Infants—Bear Brand, Bucilla or Fleisher’s Baby Zephyr, 3-fold, 1 ball; or Fleisher’s Baby Cherub Baby Yarn, 1 ball; or Bear Brand, Bucilla or Fleisher’s Cherub Baby Yarn, 1 ball; or Bear Brand, Bucilla or Fleisher’s Sock and Sweater Yarn, 1 skein.

Few yards contrasting color for trimming.

Bucilla or Fleisher’s White Crochet Hook, Size 3.

Gauge: 13 s c=2 inches  7 rows=1 inch

Size 1 Year—Bear Brand, Bucilla or Fleisher’s Casa-Laine Sport Yarn, 1 ball; or Bear Brand, Bucilla or Fleisher’s Sock & Sweater Yarn, 1 skein.

Few yards contrasting color for trimming.

Bucilla or Fleisher’s White Crochet Hook, Size 4.

Gauge: 11 s c=2 inches  6 rows=1 inch

(Continued on Page 12)

Snug-As-A-Bug Mittens No. 449 A-B-C

A—Infants  B—Size 1 to 2 Years  C—Size 3 to 4 Years

Instructions may be used for either of the 3 sizes. Check yarn and needles for size you wish to make.

Materials—Infants—Bear Brand, Bucilla or Fleisher’s Cherub Baby Yarn, 1 ball; or Bear Brand, Bucilla or Fleisher’s Baby Zephyr, 3-fold, 1 ball.

Bucilla or Fleisher’s Double Pointed White Knitting Needles, 2 pairs, Size 1.

Gauge: 17 sts=2 inches

Size 1 to 2 Years—Bear Brand, Bucilla or Fleisher’s Casa-Laine Sport Yarn, 1 ball; or Bear Brand, Bucilla or Fleisher’s Sock & Sweater Yarn, 1 skein.

Bucilla or Fleisher’s Double Pointed White Knitting Needles, 2 pairs, Size 2.

Gauge: 15 sts=2 inches

(Continued on Page 11)

Snow Belles No. 453 A-B-C

Instructions are written for size 12 year (C), any changes for size 10 year (B) or for size 6 year (A), will be found in parentheses.

Materials—Bear Brand - Bucilla Standard Knitting Worsted, ½ skein White for each size; or Fleisher’s Superior Knitting Worsted, ½ skein, White for each size.

Bear Brand Ladyfair or Fleisher’s Highland Brand Sock & Sweater Floss, 1 ball Contrasting Color (cc).

1 pair each Bucilla or Fleisher’s White Knitting Needles, Size 3 and 8.

(Continued on Page 12)

Tailor Maids No. 451

Sizes 8 and 10 Years

Instructions are written for size 10 years, any changes for size 8 years will be found in parentheses.

Materials—Fleisher’s, Bear Brand or Bucilla Casa-Laine Sport Yarn, 1 ball; or Fleisher’s, Bear Brand or Bucilla Sock & Sweater Yarn, 1 skein.

Bucilla Softweave Embroidery, 1 skein Contrasting Color:

1 set Fleisher’s or Bucilla Steel Sock Needles, Size 12.

Fleisher’s or Bucilla White Crochet Hook, Size 1.

(Continued on Page 13)

Sporty Shorties No. 452

Sizes 4 and 6 Years

Instructions are written for size 4 years, any changes for size 6 years will be found in parentheses.

Materials—Bear Brand, Bucilla or Fleisher’s Casa-Laine Sport Yarn, 1 ball; or Bear Brand, Bucilla or Fleisher’s Sock & Sweater Yarn, 1 skein.

1 set Bucilla or Fleisher’s Steel Sock Needles, Size 13.

(Continued on Page 14)
Snow Scene Mittens No. 443
(Continued from Page 2)

Gauge: 8 sts = 1 inch 19 rounds = 2 inches

RIGHT MITTEN—Cuff—Cast on 50 sts with white (25 sts on first needle, 11 on 2nd, 14 on 3rd). Join and work k 1, p 1, ribbing around for 3 ins. Inc. round—K 2, * inc. 1 st in next st, k 5; repeat from * around (58 sts). Work pattern as shown on chart, see page 14, working first round as follows: With white (W) in k 1, join every 5th and k 3, w 1, l 3 in use loosely along back of work), k 5 W, k 1 B, 3 W, 1 B, 5 W, 1 B, 3 W, 1 B, 5 W, 1 B, 5 W (29 sts of back on first needle), 1 W, 1 W, 2 B, 2, * 1 B, 3 W; repeat from * 4 times, 1 B, 2 W, 1 B, 1 W (29 sts of palm on 2nd and 3rd needles). 2nd round—K 1 W, 1 B, 4 W, 1 B, 1 W, 1 B, 1 W, 1 B, 1 W, 1 B, 3 W, 1 B, 1 W, 1 B, 1 W, 1 W, 1 W, 1 B, 4 W, 2 W, 1 B, 2 W, 1 W, 1 W, work 1 B, 1 W alternately for 19 sts, 3 W, 1 B, 1 W. Continue pattern in white and black as on chart for 19 rounds more (about 2 1/4 ins. above cuff), up to thumb opening. 22nd round—Work 33 sts, k next 9 sts with a short end of another color yarn and slip these 9 sts back again onto free needle, then work across the same 9 sts again in pattern and continue across palm to end of round. (Note—Other colored yarns needed later for thumb picking up on these sts.) Continue pattern until 56 rounds above cuff (about 6 1/4 ins.) First dec. round—K 1 W, 1 B, with W k 2 tog, k 3, follow chart to within 4 sts of end of first needle (4 sts from edge of back), slip, k and pass, k 1 B, k 2 W, k 1 B, with W k 2 tog, k 2, follow chart to within 4 sts of end of 3rd needle, with W slip, k and pass, k 1 B, 1 W (54 sts). Work 1 round even. 2nd dec. round—K 1 W, 1 B, with W k 2 tog, k 1 B, follow chart to within 4 sts of end of first needle, with W slip, k and pass, k 1 B, 2 W, 1 B, with W k 2 tog, k 2, follow chart to within 4 sts of end of 3rd needle, with W slip, k and pass, k 1 B, 1 W. Repeat dec. round every 2nd round 4 times; then every round 3 times (22 sts). Break B. K 11 sts of back with W, break W, leaving a 12-in. end. Weave sts of back and palm of glove together.

Thumb—Pull out colored thread and slip 9 sts on each side of opening onto 3 needles. Join W and k around picking up 1 extra st in the st at each end of opening (20 sts). K around plain for 2 1/4 ins. First dec. round—* K 2, k 2 tog; repeat from * around (15 sts). K 1 round. 2nd dec. round—* K 1, k 2 tog; repeat from * around (10 sts). K 1 round. Break yarn leaving a 12-in. end. Draw yarn tightly through 10 sts and fasten off.

Make left mitten to correspond, making thumb at opposite side of palm. Steam, see page 15.

Blustery Weather Mittens No. 444
(Continued from Page 2)

Gauge: Stockinette St—11 sts = 3 inches.

Mittens are made using double strand of yarn.

RIGHT-HAND MITTEN—Cast on 26 sts. P 14, k 2, p 6, k 2, p 2. First pattern row (right side)—p 2, k 2, p 2, slip next 3 sts to crochet hook, keeping sts in front of work, k next 3 sts, then k the 3 sts from hook (cable twist), p 2, k 14. 2nd row—P 14, k 2, p 6, k 2, p 2. 3rd row—K 2, p 2, k 6, p 2, k 14. Repeat 2nd and 3rd row once; repeat then 2nd row once more. Repeat last 6 rows for pattern. Work until 1 row after 3rd cable twist row. First inc. row for thumb—Work 14 sts, inc. 1 st by making a loop on right hand needle, k 1, inc. 1 st in same way, k 11. Next row—P 16, k 2, p 6, k 2, p 2. 2nd inc. row—Work 14 sts, inc. 1 st, k 3, inc. 1 st, k 11. Next row, p 18, k 2, p 6, k 2, p 2. Continue pattern, increasing 1 st each side of thumb every 2nd row twice more, having 2 sts more between increases after each inc. row and working increased sts in stockinette st at (34 sts). Work 1 row after last inc. row. Next row—Work 14 sts and slip them to a stitch holder; k next 9 (thumb) sts; slip remaining 11 sts to a holder.

Thumb—Cast on 1 st at end of thumb sts and work stockinette st even on these 10 sts for 2 1/4 ins. Work 2 sts tog. 5 times in succession. Break off, leaving an end for sewing. Draw end twice through remaining 5 sts and draw tog; sew thumb seam.

Hand—Working from right side, slip first 14 sts to one needle, join yarn, pick up and k 3 sts on at cast on for thumb, slip remaining 11 sts to free needle and k (28 sts). Continue pattern as before until 7 cable twists from beginning. (Note—For large mitten work until 8 cable twists.) Work 1 row after last twist row. First dec. row—K 2, p 2 tog, k 6, p 2 tog; k 4, k 2 tog, k 6, slip, k and pass, k 2 (24 sts). Next row—P 14, k 1, p 6, k 1, p 2. 2nd dec. row—K 2, k 2 tog, k 6, slip, k and pass, k 4, k 2 tog, k 4, slip, k and pass, k 2 (20 sts). P 1 row. K 2 sts tog. 10 times in succession. Break off, leaving an end for sewing. Draw end twice through remaining 10 sts and draw tog; sew side seam. Working from right side work 1 row of c around lower edge.

LEFT-HAND MITTEN—Cast on 26 sts. P 2, k 2, p 6, k 2, p 14. Work to correspond to right-hand mitten, having cable pattern at opposite end of needle. Steam, see page 15.

Ice Carnival Mittens No. 441
(Continued from Page 2)

Gauge: 6 sts = 1 inch 7 rows = 1 inch

RIGHT MITTEN—Palm—With color A, ch 48 (40) for outside edge. First row—wrong side—1 s c in 2nd st at each hook and in 2 ch remaining st on ch; 45 (39) s c. Ch 1, turn on all rows. 2nd row—1 s c in each st, 2 s c in last st—an inc. at finger tips. Continue s c, increasing 1 st at finger tips every row, keeping cuff end even until there are 52 (45) s c. Work 4 (3) rows even.

Thumb—Working from finger tip end, work 1 s c in each of 30 (26) sts, ch 16 (13), do not turn, 2 s c in 2nd st at hook, 1 s c in each remaining st on ch, finish row. Next row—Work 22 (19) s c, work 16 (13) s c on side of thumb and 21 (12) s c on other side of foundation ch of thumb, 1 s c in last s c made before thumb ch, work s c to within 2 s c of end, draw up a loop in each of the next 2 sts and work off as 1 s c—dec. at finger tips; 82 sts (on small size omit dec; 70 sts). Work 3 rows s c, decreasing 1 st at finger tip edge for both sizes; 79 (67) s c. Dec. row for thumb—Work 37 (51) s c, skip next st, continue s c decreasing 1 st at end; 77 (65) sts. Work 1 row, decreasing 1 st at finger tips only. Repeat dec. row for thumb; 74 (62) s c. Next row—Work 36 (30) s c, fold thumb so that thumb is on wrong side of piece, do not turn, with thumb edges together, skip next st, work 1 slip st working through
next s c and s c just made, work 1 s c in each of next 13 (10) sts on each side of thumb, working through 1 s c on each side to join - thumb, work 1 s c in each st to cuff end. Ch 1, turn, work 1 row of s c around mitten, omitting thumb, 1 s c in end of each row across finger tips and in each st of foundation ch. Fasten off. Turn thumb right side out.

**BACK OF MITTEN**—With color B, ch 46 (40). First row—Same as palm. 2nd row—Right side—Ch 1, turn, 1 s c in each of 2 s c, 4 s c in next st, slip loop from hook, insert hook in first of the group of 4 s c, draw loop through at, ch 1—a popcorn, * 1 s c in each of 5 sts, 1 popcorn in next st; repeat from * to end of row increasing 1 s c in last st for finger tips. 3rd row—Ch 1, turn, 2 s c in first st, 1 s c in each st, omitting ch sts; 47 (41) sts. 4th row—* 1 s c in each of 5 sts, 1 popcorn in next st; repeat from *, end 1 s c in each of 4 s c, 2 s c in last st. Continue to shape back as for palm and work popcorn pattern as given in 2nd and 4th rows carrying out the pattern on shaped rows, until 12 (10) rows in all; 52 (45) sts. Next row—Work even omitting ch for thumb. Finish to correspond to palm omitting last row—row worked around.

**FINISHING**—Place palm and back together with wrong sides inside, with color B, working from back of mitten work 1 row of s c around 3 sides working through double thicknesses. Do not work on cuff edge. Fasten off.

**LEFT MITTEN**—Palm—Work as for right palm marking the first row as **right side** of mitten. Work as for right palm up to joining of thumb; 74 (62) s c. Next row—Work 36 (30) s c, fold thumb sts to wrong side, turn, inserting hook in top of s c just worked and in 2nd s c on other edge of thumb work a slip st; complete joining of thumb as before. Finish to correspond to right mitten.

Back is worked the same as for the back of right mitten.

**Snow Flake Mittens No. 442**

(Continued from Page 2)

Follow instructions for No. 441, working palms and backs in same color. Omit popcorn st at backs, working all sts in s c throughout. Work an extra row on backs around the 3 sides as given for palms.

**JOINING**—Holding palm and back of mitten with wrong sides together and working from back of mitten, with Sweater Floss, work 1 row s c around 3 sides working through double thickness.

**FLOWERS**—With Sweater Floss ch 3, join with slip st into ring. † Ch 3, * y o, draw up a loop in ring, y o and through 2 loops; repeat from * once, y o and through 3 loops, ch 2, 1 slip st in ring; repeat from † 4 times, make a ch 4 ins. long for stem. Fasten off. Make 6 flowers.

**LEAVES**—Ch 10, 1 slip st in 2nd st from hook, * 1 s c in next st, 1 h d c, 3 d c, 1 h d c, 1 s c, 1 slip st *, along ch. Ch 1, working along other side of ch, work 1 slip st in same st as last slip st, repeat between **’s once, make a ch 3 ins. long for stem. Fasten off. Make 4. Bunch 3 flowers and 2 leaves and sew to back of each mitten as illustrated.

---

**Town and Country Gloves No. 437**

(Continued from Page 3)

Gauge: 10 sts = 1 inch 14 rounds = 1 inch

**RIGHT GLOVE**—Cuff—Cast on 78 sts. Divide on 3 needles; 27 sts on first and 3rd needle, 24 sts on 2nd needle. Join, k 6 rounds even. Mark last st as end of round (side edge). First dec. round—K 1, s l, k and pass, k to within 2 sts of end, k 2 tog. K 3 rounds even. Repeat last 4 rounds until there are 7 dec. rounds (64 sts). Work 12 rounds even, after last dec. round, end at marker.

Hand—K 36 sts, mark for end of rounds of hand. Divide sts as follows: place next 22 sts on first needle, 20 sts on 2nd needle; 22 sts on 3rd needle. First inc. round for thumb gorn—Inc. 1 st at first st, k 1, inc. 1 st in next st (5 sts in thumb gorn), k to end of round. K 3 rounds even. 2nd inc. round—Inc. 1 st at first st, k 3, inc. 1 st in next st (7 sts in thumb gorn), k to end of round. K 3 rounds even. 3rd inc. round—Inc. 1 st at first st, k 5, inc. 1 st in next st (9 sts in thumb gorn), k to end of round. Continue to inc. 1 st each side of thumb gore every 4th round, until 19 sts in thumb gorn; 80 sts in round. K 2 rounds even, just before first thumb st.

Slip the next 19 sts to a strand of yarn for thumb. Cast on 7 sts (inner side of thumb), k to end of round (58 sts). Work 1 1/2 ins. even, end just before the 7 cast-on sts.

**First Finger**—Slip last 12 sts worked to a free needle, with another needle, k next 7 sts (the sts right over 7 cast-on sts), slip remaining 49 sts to a thread, to be held for other 3 fingers, cast on 5 sts for gusset. Divide these 24 sts on 3 needles, join. K around for 2 1/2 ins. First dec. round—* K 4, k 2 tog; repeat from * 3 times (20 sts). K 2 rounds even. 2nd dec. round—* K 3, k 2 tog; repeat from * 3 times (16 sts). K 2 rounds even. 3rd dec. round—* K 2, k 2 tog; repeat from * 3 times (12 sts). K 1 round even. K 2 tog 6 times in succession. Break off, leaving an end. Draw end through all 6 sts. Fasten off.

**Second Finger**—Slip 9 sts from thread on back of hand to needle, pick up and k 5 sts on the 5 sts of gusset, k 8 sts from palm of hand to needle, cast on 4 sts for gusset. Divide these 26 sts on 3 needles, join. K around for 2 3/4 ins. First dec. round—K 11, k 2 tog, k 11, k 2 tog (24 sts). Finish as for first finger.

**Third Finger**—Slip 8 sts from back of hand to needle, pick up and k 4 sts on the 4 cast-on sts of 2nd finger, k 8 sts from palm of hand to needle, cast on 4 sts for gusset. Divide these 24 sts on 3 needles, join. K around for 2 1/2 ins. Finish as for first finger.

**Fourth Finger**—Slip remaining 16 sts to 2 needles, pick up and k 4 sts on the 4 cast-on sts of 2nd finger, k 8 sts from palm of hand to needle, cast on 4 sts for gusset. Divide these 24 sts on 3 needles, join. K around for 2 ins. Finish as for first finger, beginning with 2nd dec. round.

**Thumb**—Slip the 19 thumb sts to 2 needles, pick up and k 9 sts on the 7 cast-on sts. Divide these 28 sts on 3 needles, k 3 rounds even. Next round—K 2 sts tog in center of sts picked up. K 2 rounds even. Next round, dec. 1 st above last dec. (26 sts). K even until 2 ins. above picked up sts. Finish as for 2nd finger.

**LEFT GLOVE**—Cast on 78 sts, work cuff as for right glove.

---

* 9 *
Hand—K 25 sts, mark for end of round of hand. Divide sts on 3 needles as for right glove. Work thumb increases and hand as for right glove, until 1½ ins. above the 7 cast-on sts, end just before the 7 cast-on sts. K these 7 sts and also the next 12 sts, slip remaining 49 sts to a thread. Cast on 5 sts for first finger (24 sts). Work remaining fingers and thumb to correspond. Steam, see page 15. K 1 FINISHING—Bottom of first rounds of cuff to form hem. Sew to wrong side. Outline any edges in whipping stitch with contrasting color as illustrated.

Cosies No. 439
(Continued from Page 3)

Gauge:
Stockinette St—17 sts=2 inches 12 rounds=1 inch

LEFT GLOVE—Cuff—Cast on 63 sts on 3 needles, 20 sts on first needle, 21 sts on 2nd needle and 22 sts on 3rd needle. First round (first needle)—* P 2, k 2 *; repeat between *’s 4 times; (2nd needle) p 2, k 6, p 2, k 6, p 2; (3rd needle) k 2, repeat between *’s 5 times. Mark last st for end of round. 2nd round—Same as first round. 3rd round—Work ribbing of p 2, k 2 for 20 sts; p 2, * slip 3 next sts to an extra needle and hold in front of work, k next 3 sts, then k the 3 slipped sts (cable twist), p 2 *, k next st from back, p 2, repeat between *’s once; work ribbing of k 2, p 2 over remaining 22 sts. Work 7 rounds same as first round. Repeat the last 8 rounds until there are 26 rounds from beginning.

Note: The 21sts of 2nd needle are worked in cable pattern to top of hand, remaining sts in stockinette st.

Hand—First round—K 20, p 2, twist cable on next 6 sts, p 2, k next st from back, p 2, twist cable on next 6 sts, p 2, k 22. Work 3 rounds even, working pattern on 21 sts of 2nd needle as before. 4th round (first needle)—K 7, inc. 1 st in next st by knitting in front, then in back of st (first inc. for thumb gore), k 1, inc. 1 st in next st (2nd inc. for thumb gore), work to end. Work 3 rounds even. 6th round—K 7, inc. 1 st in next st, k 3, inc. 1 st in next st (7 sts in thumb gore), work to end. Work 3 rounds even. 13th round—K 7, inc. 1 st in next st, k 5, inc. 1 st in next st (9 sts in thumb gore), work to end. Continue to inc. 1 st at each side of thumb gore every 4th round until there are 17 sts in thumb gore (77 sts in round). Work 1 round even. Next round—K 7, slip the 17 sts of thumb gore to a thread; cast on 5 sts over thumb st; join and work to end (65 sts). Work 22 rounds even, continuing pattern on 21 sts of 2nd needle, end with 4th round above a cable twist. Next round—K first 5 sts from round of first needle, slip them to end of 3rd needle.

First Finger—K next 7 sts to a free needle, k next 11 sts to another needle, cast on 3 sts for gusset, slip remaining 47 sts of hand to a thread to be held for other 3 fingers. Divide the 21 sts of first finger on 3 needles, join. K around for 2½ ins. First dec. round—* K 2 tog, k 3; repeat from * 3 times, k 1 (17 sts). K 2 rounds even. 2nd dec. round—* K 2 tog, k 2; repeat from * 3 times, k 1 (15 sts). K 1 round even. K 2 tog 6 times in succession, k 1. Break yarn leaving an end. Run down through remaining 7 sts, draw up tightly, fasten off on wrong side.

Second Finger—Beginning at palm of hand (stockinette st section), slip 7 sts from thread to needle,

pick up and k 3 sts on 3 sts cast on for gusset of first finger, k 10 sts from other end of thread (back of hand) to another needle, cast on 3 sts for gusset; divide these 23 sts on 3 needles, join. K around for 2¼ ins. First dec. round—* K 2 tog, k 3; repeat from * 3 times, k 2 tog, k 1 (18 sts). K 2 rounds even. 2nd dec. round—* K 2 tog, k 2; repeat from * 3 times, k 2 tog. K 1 round even. K 2 tog 6 times, k 1. Finish as for first finger.

Third Finger—Beginning at palm of hand, slip 7 sts from thread to needle, pick up and k 3 sts on sts cast on for gusset, k 9 sts from back of hand to another needle, cast on 3 sts for gusset, divide these 22 sts on 3 needles and k around for 2¼ ins. First dec. round—* K 2 tog, k 3; repeat from * 3 times, k 2 tog (17 sts). Finish as for first finger.

Fourth Finger—Slip last 14 sts from thread to 2 needles, pick up and k 3 sts on sts cast on for gusset. Divide these 17 sts on 3 needles and k around for 2 ins. First dec. round—* K 2 tog, k 1; repeat from * 4 times, k 2. K 1 round even. K 2 tog 6 times in succession. Break yarn and finish as before.

Thumb—Slip the 17 thumb sts to 2 needles, pick up and k 7 sts on the 5 cast-on sts. Divide these 24 sts on 3 needles and k 4 rounds even. Next round, k 2 sts tog in center of sts picked up. K 1 round even. Next round, dec. 1 st above last dec. (22 sts). K even until 2 ins. above sts picked up. First dec. round—K 2 tog, k 9, k 2 tog, k 9. K 1 round even. 2nd dec. round—* K 2 tog, k 3; repeat from * 3 times. Finish as for first finger.

RIGHT GLOVE—Cuff—Cast on 63 sts and work same as for left cuff until there are 26 rounds from beginning.

Hand—First round—K 20, work pattern on next 21 sts, k 22. Work 3 rounds even. 5th round (first needle)—K 20, work pattern on next 21 sts, k 10, inc. 1 st in next st, k 1, inc. 1 st in next st, k 2, inc. 1 st in next st, k 3, inc. 1 st in next st (7 sts in thumb gore), work to end. Continue as for left glove until 17 sts in thumb gore. Work 1 round even. Next round—K 20 sts of first needle, work pattern on 21 sts of 2nd needle, k 10, slip 17 sts of thumb gore, cast on 5 sts over thumb st, k to end (65 sts). Work 22 rounds even, end with 4th round above a cable twist. Next round—K 20 sts of first needle and 20 sts of 2nd needle.

First Finger—Using extra needle, k last st of 2nd needle and 17 sts from 3rd needle, cast on 3 sts for gusset (21 sts). Slip remaining 7 sts of 3rd needle and sts of first and 2nd needles to a thread. Divide sts of finger on 3 needles and finish as for other hand.

Work remaining fingers and thumb to correspond to left glove. Steam lightly, see page 15.

Summertime Shortsies No. 440
(Continued from Page 3)
in 2nd st from hook and in each st to end of ch (38 sc). 2nd row—Ch 1, turn, 1 sc in each st, 2 sc in last st (inc. for tip of 4th finger). 3rd row—Ch 1, turn, skip first sc (dec.), 1 sc in 2nd and in each st to end of ch (33 sc). 4th row—Ch 1, turn, work 1 sc in first and in each of next 28 sts, ch 14 for 3rd finger. 5th row—Turn, 1 sc in 2nd st from hook, 1 sc in each ch st and sc to end of row (42 sc). 6th row—Ch 1, turn, 1 sc in each st, inc. 1 sc
in last st. 7th row—Same as 3rd row (42 s c). 8th row—Ch 1, turn, work 1 s c in first and in each of next 28 sts, ch 15 for 2nd finger. 9th row—Turn, 1 s c in 2nd st from hook, 1 s c in each ch st, 1 s c in each of next 14 s c, ch 13 for thumb, work 2 s c in 2nd st from hook (inc. for tip of thumb), 1 s c in each of next 11 sts of ch, 1 s c in last s c worked on palm before making ch for thumb, 1 s c in each of next 15 sts of palm (cuff end). 10th row—Ch 1, turn, 1 s c in each of 15 sts of palm and 14 sts of thumb, work 1 s c in each of 12 sts of foundation ch of thumb, slip next st of palm, work 1 s c in each of next 26 sts, 2 s c in last st (69 s c). 11th row—Ch 1, turn, skip 1 s c, work 1 s c in each of 68 s c. 12th row—Ch 1, turn, work 1 s c in each of 54 s c, ch 14 for first finger. 13th row—Turn, 1 s c in 2nd st from hook and in each of next 12 sts of ch; finish row (67 s c). 14th row—Ch 1, turn, work 1 s c in each of 28 s c (tip of thumb), skip 1 st, finish row, inc. 1 s c in last st (67 s c). 15th row—Ch 1, turn, skip 1 s c, 1 s c in each of next 37 sts, fold thumb sts so that thumb is on wrong side of palm, skip 1 st (tip of thumb), insert hook in next s c and in last s c worked and work a slip st, work 11 s c working through 1 st on each side to join thumb, work s c on remaining 14 sts of palm. 16th row—Ch 1, turn, work 1 s c in each st around entire glove (except thumb and cuff end), working 1 s c in each st at row 2 and 2 s c in center of finger tips. Fasten off. Turn thumb right side out.

BACK OF HAND—Ch 39, work 8 rows as for palm (first row is right side). 9th row—Ch 1, turn, 1 s c in 2nd st from hook and in each ch st and a c to end of row (43 s c). 10th row—Ch 1, turn, 1 s c in each st, inc. in last st. 11th row—Ch 1, turn, skip 1 st at, 1 s c in each st to end of row (43 s c). 12th row—Ch 1, turn, work 29 s c, ch 14 for first finger. 13th row—Turn, 1 s c in 2nd st from hook, work s c to end of row (42 s c). 14th row—Same as 10th row (43 s c). 15th row—Same as 11th row (42 s c). 16th row—Same as last row on palm.

FINISHING—Hold two parts of glove with right sides together, working from wrong side, with 1 strand of yarn, join by working 1 s c in each st around entire glove, working through both thicknesses. Turn glove right side out. Steam, see page 15.

LEFT GLOVE—Palm—Work same as right palm, marking the first row as the right side of glove, for 14 rows. 15th row—Ch 1, turn, skip 1 s c, work 1 s c in each of next 37 sts, fold thumb sts so that thumb is on wrong side of palm, skip 1 st, turn, insert hook in s c just worked and in s c after skipped and work a slip st; complete thumb joining and finish to correspond to right palm.

BACK OF HAND—Same as right back, marking first row as wrong side of glove.

Warmies for Men or Women
(Continued from Page 3)

Gauge: 6 s t a s = 1 inch 10 rounds = 1 inch
PATTERN—K 2 rounds. 3rd round—* K 1 st, p 1 st; repeat from * to end.

RIGHT GLOVE—Cuff—Cast on 40 (48) sts on 3 needles. Join, work ribbing of k 2, p 2 for 3 ins.
Hand—First round—K all sts, increasing 1 st in every 10th st; 44 (52) sts. Mark next st as beginning of round. 2nd round—K to within 3 sts of end, p 1, k 1, p 1 for thumb gore. 3rd round—* K 1, p 1; repeat from * to end of round. 4th round—Work to within 3 sts of end, p 1, make a loop on right hand needle (1 st increased), k 1, inc. 1 st as before, p 1 (3 sts in thumb gore). 5th round—K to first p st of thumb gore, p 1, k 5, p 1. 6th round—K 1, p 1 to first p st of thumb gore, p 2, k 1, p 1. 7th round—K to thumb gore, p 1, inc. 1 st, k 3, inc. 1 st, p 1 (5 st a s in thumb gore). Continue to inc. 1 st at each side of thumb gore every 3rd round, having 2 sts more in thumb gore after each inc., with care to keep pattern, until there are 13 (15) s t a s between p st a s. Work 2 rounds even after last inc. round.
Next round—Work to within 14 (16) s t a s of end, slip the next 13 (15) s t a s to a strand of yarn to be held for thumb, cast on 3 s t a s, work the last st; 46 (54) s t a s. Continue in pattern for 1 1/2 (2) ins., end with 3rd pattern round.

First Finger—Slip the first 33 (39) s t a s of next round to a strand of yarn to be held for next 3 fingers, cast on 3 s t a s and divide these 16 (18) s t a s on 3 needles for first finger. Work pattern for 2 1/2 (2 1/2) ins. decreasing 1 st at end of last round for women’s size only. Next round—* K 2 tog, k 1; repeat from * 4 (5) times. K 1 round. K 2 tog, 5 (6) times. Break off, draw yarn twice through all sts; darn in ends.

Second Finger—Slip 6 (7) s t a s from back of hand to needle, pick up and k the 3 cast-on st a s, k 5 (6) s t a s from palm of hand to a needle, cast on 2 s t a s; 16 (18) s t a s. Join, work pattern for 2 1/4 (3) ins. Finish as for first finger.

Third Finger—Slip 6 (7) s t a s from back of hand to needle, pick up and k the 2 cast-on st a s, k 5 (6) s t a s from palm of hand to a needle, cast on 3 s t a s; 16 (18) s t a s. Work same as first finger.

Fourth Finger—Slip remaining 11 (13) s t a s to two needles, pick up and k the 3 cast-on st a s; 14 (16) s t a s. Join, work pattern for 1 1/2 (2) ins. Next round—* K 2 tog, k 2; repeat from * twice (3 times), k 2 tog for women’s size only. K 1 round. K 2 tog 5 (6) times. Break off, finish as for other fingers.

Thumb—Slip the 13 (15) s t a s from strand of yarn to needles, pick up and k 5 s t a s on 3 cast-on st a s; 18 (20) s t a s. Join, work pattern, decreasing 1 st at center of the 3 cast-on st a s every 2nd round twice; 16 (18) s t a s. Work until 2 1/4 (2 1/4) ins. on inner side of thumb. Finish as for first finger.

LEFT GLOVE—Work in same way up to first finger. Next round—K the next 9 (10) s t a s, slip the next 33 (39) s t a s to a strand of yarn, cast on 3 s t a s, remaining 4 (5) s t a s; 16 (18) s t a s. Finish to correspond to right glove. Steam, see page 15.

Snug-As-A-Bug Mittens No. 449 A-B-G
(Continued from Page 7)

Size 3 to 4 Years—Bear Brand-Bucilla Standard Knitting Worsted, 1/2 skein; or
Fleisher’s Superior Knitting Worsted, 1/2 skein. Bucilla or Fleisher’s Double Pointed White Knitting Needles, 2 pairs. Size 3.

Gauge: 6 s t a s = 1 inch
Cuff—Cast on 44 s t a s on 3 needles (14-14-16). Join, work ribbing of k 1, p 1 for 24 rounds. Dec. round—
K 2 sts tog 22 times (22 sts). Work 4 rounds ribbing.
Inc. round—K 1 round increasing 1 st in each of the first 2 sts, then in every 2nd at 10 times (34 sts).

Hand—K 10 rounds even. With a colored thread, k 6 sts of next round for thumb, slip these 6 sts back to left hand needle, then k again as before, for 17 rounds.
First dec. round—K 2 tog, k 15, k 2 tog, k 15 (32 sts).
K 1 round even. 2nd dec. round—* K 2 tog, k 2; repeat from * to end (24sts). K 1 round even. 3rd dec. round—* K 2 tog, k 2; repeat from * to end (16sts). K 1 round even. K 2 tog 8 times in succession. Break off, leaving an end. Draw end twice through all 8 sts. Fasten off.

Thumb—Draw out colored thread and pick up 6 sts each side; place these 12 sts on 3 needles. Join yarn, k 14 rounds even. K 2 sts tog 6 times. Finish same as top of mitten. Steam, see page 15.

Rough 'n' Ready Mittens No. 448
(Continued from Page 5)

Cuff—Cast on 48 sts, divide them on 3 needles, join and work in ribbing of k 2, p 2, for 3 1/2 ins.

Hand—K 6 rounds even. First Inc. round for thumb—Inc. 1 st in next st, k 1, inc. in next st, k to end of round. K 2 rounds even. 2nd inc. round—Inc. in next st (mark this as the first thumb st), k 3, inc. in next st (last thumb st), k to end of round. K 2 rounds even. 3rd inc. round—Inc. in first thumb st, k 5, inc. in last thumb st, k to end of round. Continue to inc. 1 st in first and 1 st in last thumb st every 3rd round (having 2 sts more in thumb gore after each inc. round), until there are 60 sts in round. K 3 rounds even, end at first thumb st. Slip the next 15 sts to a strand of yarn to be held for thumb. Cast on 3 sts at end of last needle (between thumb and hand), k to end of round (48 sts). Work 4 ins. even. First dec. round—* K 4, k 2 tog; repeat from * to end of round (8 decreases). K 3 rounds even. 2nd dec. round—* K 3, k 2 tog; repeat from * to end of round. K 2 rounds even. 3rd dec. round—* K 2, k 2 tog; repeat from * to end of round. K 1 round even. 4th dec. round—* K 1, k 2 tog; repeat from * to end of round. K 1 round even. 5th dec. round—K 2 tog 8 times in succession. Break off, leaving an end. Draw end through all 8 sts, draw them together tightly and darn in end.

Thumb—Slip the 15 sts held for thumb to 2 needles, with a 3rd needle pick up and k 4 sts on the 3 cast-on sts between thumb and hand. K 2 rounds even. Next round, dec. 1 st at center of the 4 picked-up sts (18 sts). K even until thumb measures 2 1/4 ins. from the cast-on sts. First dec. round—* K 2 tog, k 4; repeat from * to end of round. K 1 round even. 2nd dec. round—* K 2 tog, k 3; repeat from * to end of round. K 1 round even. 3rd dec. round—K 2 sts tog 6 times in succession. Break off, leaving an end; draw end through remaining 6 sts, tighten and darn in end.

Snow Belles No. 453 A-B-C
(Continued from Page 7)

Gauge: 6 sts = 1 inch
8 rows = 1 inch
LEFT MITTEN—Cuff—With size 8 needles and 2 strands of c c, cast on 48 (10 yr. 45; 6 yr. 42) sts.

Note: Always use double strand Sweater Floss and single strand Knitting Worsted.

First row (right side)—* Yo, slip 1 st as to p, k 2 tog; repeat from * to end. Repeat this row for pattern. Work until there are 12 rows (10 yr. 10 rows; 6 yr. 8 rows). Continue pattern and work stripes as follows:
12 yr.—8 rows white, 8 rows c c, 4 rows white, 4 rows c c, 12 rows white. Break c c.
10 yr.—6 rows white, 6 rows c c, 4 rows white, 4 rows c c, 8 rows white). Break c c.
6 yr.—4 rows white, 4 rows c c, 4 rows white, 4 rows c c, 4 rows white). Break c c.

Hand—Change to size 3 needles, with white, * p 1 st, k 2 tog; repeat from * to end; 32 (10 yr.—30; 6 yr.—28) sts. Work p 1, k 1 ribbing for 7 rows, end on wrong side. K 1 row increasing 1 st in each of every 5th st 6 times, k 2; 38 sts (10 yr.—44 each st 7 times, k 2—37 sts; 6 yr.—every 4th st 7 times—35 sts). Work stockinette st—p 1 row, k 1 row—13 (10 yr.—11; 6 yr.—9) rows.

Divide for Thumb—K 12 (10 yr.—12; 6 yr.—11) sts, with a strand of colored thread k next 8 (10 yr.—7; 6 yr.—6) sts, slip these sts back to left hand needle and with regular yarn k them again, k remaining 18 sts for all sizes. Work even until there are 22 (10 yr.—20; 6 yr.—20) rows from beginning of thumb, end with p row. Next row—K 1, k 2 tog, k 16, k 2 tog, k to end (10 yr.—17, k 2 tog, k to end; 6 yr.—omit dec.). Work 3 rows even (omit for 6 yr.). First dec. row—* K 2 tog, k 4; repeat from * to end; 30 sts (10 yr.—same as 12 yr; 6 yr.—k 5, * k 2 tog, k 4; repeat from * to end; 30 sts). Remaining decreases are same for all 3 sizes. P 1 row. 2nd dec. row—* K 2 tog, k 3; repeat from * to end. Continue to dec. 6 sts every 2nd row twice more (12 sts). P 1 row. K 2 sts tog 6 times. Break off and draw yarn twice through remaining sts and fasten off.

Thumb—Draw out the colored thread and slip upper sts to a strand of yarn, the lower sts to a size 3 needle. With white, cast on 4 sts on free needle, k the 8 thumb sts, cast on 4 sts more; 16 sts (10 yr. cast on 4, k 7, cast on 3-14 sts; 6 yr. cast on 3, k 6, cast on 3-12 sts). Work stockinette st for 13 (10 yr.—11; 6 yr.—9) rows, end with p row. K 2 tog across row. P 1 row. K 2 tog across row; break yarn and draw end twice through remaining sts. Sew side edges of thumb, weave the cast-on sts of thumb to sts on strand of yarn, with seam at center. Sew side seam of mitten. Steam, see page 15.

RIGHT MITTEN—Work same as left up to dividing for thumb. Divide as follows: k 18 sts, k the thumb sts, k to end. Finish to correspond to left mitten.

Crafts Mittens No. 450 A-B-C
(Continued from Page 7)

Size 2 to 3 Years—Bear Brand—Bucilla Standard Knitting Worsted, 1/2 skein; or Fleisher's Superior Knitting Worsted, 1/2 skein. Few yards contrasting color for trimming.
Bucilla or Fleisher's White Crochet Hook.
Size 5.

Gauge: 9 s c = 2 inches
LEFT MITTEN—Palm and Thumb—Ch 22. First row (wrong side)—1 sc in 2 nd st from hook and in each
st to end (21 s c). 2nd row- Ch 1, turn, 2 s c in first st (inc. for top edge), 1 s c in each st to end. 3rd row- Ch 1, turn, 1 s c in each st. Repeat last 2 rows once. 6th row- Ch 1, turn, draw up a loop in each of the first 2 s t s, y o and through 3 loops (dec.), 1 s c in each of next 12 s c, ch 9 for thumb, work 8 s c on ch, work 9 s c to end of row. 7th row- Ch 1, turn, 1 s c in each st of first 17 sts, work 8 s c on other side of thumb ch, finish row (38 s c). 8th row- Dec. 1 st, 1 s c in each st to end (37 s c). Work 1 row even. Final row (right side)- Ch 1, turn, 1 s c in each of first 20 sts (12 for side of palm, 8 for thumb); fold thumb piece double, 1 slip s t inserting hook through next st and last st worked; continuing to work through both edges of thumb, work 7 s c for thumb, 1 s c in each of next 8 s t s, 3 s c in next st, 1 s c in end of each row on side (wrist), 3 s c in first st of foundation ch, 1 s c in each st on foundation ch, 1 s c in end of each row on shaped side. Join with a slip s t in first st of final row. Fasten off.

BACK OF MITTEN—Work same as palm for 5 rows. 6th row- Dec. 1 st at beginning of row, work to end. Work 1 row even. Repeat last 2 rows once. Ch 1, turn, work 1 row around outside edge as on palm. Fasten off.

RIGHT MITTEN—Palm and Thumb—Begin as for left mitten, increasing at end of 2nd and 4th row. Work 1 row even. 6th row- Ch 1, turn, 9 s c and 9 ch for thumb, 8 s c on ch, 12 s c, work off last 2 s t s as 1 s c (dec.). 7th row- Ch 1, turn, 21 s c, 8 s c on other side of thumb ch, 9 s c. Finish to correspond to left mitten. Make back of right mitten same as left mitten.

FINISHING—Hold front and back of mitten with wrong sides together. With contrasting color, beginning at wrist and working from right side of back, work 1 row s c around outside edge to other end of wrist, working through both thicknesses (1 s c in each st), continue s c around the wrist, working 1 s c in each st. Join with a slip s t. Fasten off. Make a chain if desired and sew to top of each mitten. Steam, see page 15. Embroider as illustrated.

Tailor Maids No. 451
(Continued from Page 7)

Gauge: 8 s t s = 1 inch 11 rounds = 1 inch

RIGHT GLOVE—Cast on 44 (38) s t s. Work back and forth in stockinette st, k 1 row, p 1 row, for 8 (6) rows. B o t t o m h o l e row- K to within 4 s t s of end, bind off 2 s t s for buttonhole, finish row. On next row, cast on 2 s t s over sts bound off for buttonhole. Work 8 rows even. Next row- K 5 (5) s t s to first needle. k 14 (12) s t s to 2nd needle, k 14 (12) s t s to 3rd needle. Mark last row as end of round, slip next 10 (9) s t s to first needle, k these s t s, join and k to end of round. K 5 rounds even. First inc. round for thumb- Inc. 1 s t in first st, k 1, inc. 1 s t in next st, k to end of round; 5 s t s in thumb gore. K 2 rounds even. 2nd inc. round- Inc. 1 s t in first st, k 1, inc. 1 s t in next st, k to end of round; 7 s t s in thumb gore. Continue to inc. 1 s t each side of thumb gore every 3rd round until there are 15 (13) s t s in thumb gore. K 2 rounds even, end just before the thumb

sts. Slip the 15 (13) thumb sts to a thread, cast on 5 sts on last needle, over thumb sts, join, k even on 46 (40) s t s for 1¾ (1¾) ins., end just before the 5 cast-on sts.

First Finger—K the next 5 (4) s t s to another needle, cast on 2 (3) s t s; slip next 33 (29) s t s to a thread, for other 3 fingers. Divide the 15 (14) s t s for first finger on 3 needles, join, k even for 2¼ (2¼) ins. K 2 tog at end of last round for size 10 only. K 2 tog 7 times in succession. Break yarn leaving an end. Run end through remaining sts, draw up tightly and fasten off.

Second Finger—Beginning on back of hand, slip 6 (5) s t s from thread to needle, pick up and k 2 (3) s t s on the 2 (3) cast-on sts, k 6 (5) s t s from palm of hand to needle, cast on 3 s t s. Divide these 17 (16) s t s on 3 needles, join, k around for 2¼ (2¼) ins. K 2 tog at end of last round for size 10 only. K 2 tog 8 times in succession, finish as for first finger.

Third Finger—Beginning on back of hand, slip 5 s t s from thread to needle, pick up and k 3 (3) s t s on 3 cast-on sts, k 5 (4) s t s from palm of hand to needle, cast on 2 s t s, divide these 15 (14) s t s on 3 needles and work as for first finger.

Fourth Finger—Slip remaining 11 (10) s t s to needle, pick up and k 3 (2) s t s on the 2 cast-on sts. Divide these 14 (12) s t s on 3 needles, join, k even for 2 (1½) ins. K 2 tog 7 (6) times in succession. Finish as for first finger.

Thumb—Slip 15 (13) thumb sts to needle, pick up and k 7 s t s on the 5 cast-on sts; 22 (20) s t s. * K 1 round. Dec. 1 st in center of the picked up sts in next round. Repeat from * 3 times; 18 (16) s t s. K even until 2½ (2½) ins. above sts picked up. Next round- * K 1 (2), k 2 tog; repeat from * until there are 12 s t s in round. K 1 round even. K 2 tog 6 times in succession. Finish as for first finger.

LEFT GLOVE—Cast on 44 (38) s t s. Work stockinette st, k 1 row, p 1 row for 8 (6) rows. B o t t o m h o l e row- K 2, bind off 2 s t s for buttonhole, k to end. On next row, cast on 2 s t s over 2 s t s bound off. Work 8 rows even. Next row- K 7 (6) s t s, mark as end of round, k 14 (12) s t s to first needle, k 14 (12) s t s to 2nd needle, k 9 (8) s t s to 3rd needle, join, k to end of round. K 5 rounds even. First inc. round for thumb- Inc. 1 s t in first st, k 1, inc. 1 s t in next st, k to end of round. Work thumb and hand to correspond to right glove, end just before thumb gore, slip thumb sts to a thread, cast on 5 s t s over thumb sts. Work same as right glove up to first finger, end at end of round, just before the 5 cast-on sts.

First Finger—Slip the last 33 (29) s t s to a thread to be held for other 3 fingers. K 13 (11) s t s, cast on 2 (3) s t s, divide the 15 (14) s t s for first finger on 3 needles, join. Finish as for right glove. Work remaining fingers and thumb to correspond to right glove picking up sts on palm of hand first, instead of back of hand.

FINISHING—Working from right side, work a row of s c around opening and cast on edge of gloves, keeping edges even. Steam, see page 15. With contrasting color, embroider back of hand and edges in over-hand st, see illustration. Finish buttonholes. Sew on buttons.
Spotty Shorties No. 452
(Continued from Page 7)

Gauge: 17 sts = 2 inches  11 rounds = 1 inch

LEFT GLOVE—Cast on 40 (44) sts, divide on 3 needles. Join and work in ribbing of k 2, p 2 for 2 (2½) ins. Mark end of rounds as an aid in counting.

Hand—First round—Work ribbing of k 2, p 2 for 16 sts, k 24 (28) sts. 2nd round—K 2, * p 2, k 1, v o, k 1; repeat from * twice; p 2, k 24 (28). 3rd round—K 2, * p 2, k 3; repeat from * twice, p 2, k 24 (28). 4th round—K 2, * p 2, k 3; pass first of last 3 k sts over last 2 k sts, repeat from * twice, p 2, k 24 (28). Repeat these 4 rounds until 2 ins. above ribbing.

Thumb Round—Work to within 9 (10) sts of end of round; with another color yarn, k next 7 (8) sts for thumb; slip these sts back to left hand needle and k them again with glove yarn, finish round. Tie ends of colored yarn. Work even until 3 (3⅛) ins. above ribbing. End with 3rd pattern round. 4th pattern round—Work to within 9 (10) sts of end.

First Finger—K last 9 (10) sts of round to a separate needle, k next 3 sts to same needle, slip remaining 28 (31) sts of round to a thread to be held for remaining fingers. Cast on 2 sts. Divide these 14 (15) sts on 3 needles and k even for 1¼ (2) ins. K 2 tog 7 times in succession. Break yarn, draw end through remaining 7 (8) sts twice. Fasten off.

Second Finger—Slip 5 sts from thread on palm of hand to needle. Joining yarn pick up and k 2 sts on the cast-on sts of first finger, take up and k 5 (6) sts from back of hand to another needle, cast-on 3 sts. Divide these 15 (16) sts on 3 needles and k even for 2 (2¼) ins. K 2 tog 7 (8) times in succession. Break yarn, draw end through remaining 8 sts twice. Fasten off.

Third Finger—Slip 4 (5) sts from palm of hand to needle, pick up and k 3 sts on the cast-on sts of 2nd finger, take up and k 5 sts from back of hand to needle, cast on 2 sts. Divide these 14 (15) sts on 3 needles and work same as first finger.

Fourth Finger—Slip remaining 9 (10) sts to needle, pick up and k 2 sts on the cast-on sts of 3rd finger. Divide these 11 (12) sts on 3 needles and k even for 1⅛ (1¼) ins. K 2 tog 5 (6) times in succession. Finish as before.

Thumb—Take out colored yarn and pick up 7 (8) sts each side. Divide these 14 (16) sts on 3 needles and k even for 1½ (1¾) ins. K 2 tog 7 (8) times in succession. Finish as before.

RIGHT GLOVE—Work same as left glove up to thumb round. Next round—Work until 4 k sts after last p stripe on back of hand, with another color k next 7 (8) sts for thumb, slip these sts back to left hand needle and k them again with glove yarn. Work as for left glove until 3 (3½) ins. above ribbing, end with 3rd pattern round. 4th pattern round—Work pattern until 15 sts from beginning of round.

First Finger—K the next 12 (13) sts for first finger, slip remaining 28 (31) sts to a thread. Cast on 2 sts. Divide the 14 (15) sts on 3 needles and work as for first finger on left glove.

Finish other fingers and thumb to correspond to left glove. Steam, see page 15.

No. 443

Palm  
Right Mitten  
Back

ABBREVIATIONS AND TERMS USED IN KNITTING AND CROCHETING

- ch—chain
- sc—single crochet
- h d c—half double crochet
- d c—double crochet
- tr—treble
- inc.—increase
- dec.—decrease
- slip, k and p—slip 1, k 1, pass the slipped st over the knitted st.
- st—stitch
- tog—together
- yo—yarn over
- in.—inch
- ins.—inches
- k—knit
- p—purl
- An Asterisk (*) indicates that the instructions immediately following are to be repeated the given number of times, in addition to the original. Thus “repeat from * 3 times” means to make 4 times in all.
- The ** and † are used in the same way.
- Even means that a row is to be worked without either increase or decrease.
- Work means to continue in the stitch which has been described.
CROCHET and KNITTING STITCHES

Chain Stitch (ch)—Make a loop on hook, * wrap and draw yarn through the preceding loop, repeat from * the desired length. Each loop is called one chain st.

Single Crochet (s c)—Make a chain the length required, turn, insert the hook in 2nd ch from hook and draw yarn through it, wrap and draw yarn through both loops on hook, continue to work in this way in each ch to end of row.

2nd row—Ch 1, turn the work, * insert the hook in top of next st, taking up both threads, wrap and draw yarn through, having 2 loops on the hook, wrap and draw yarn through both loops on hook. Repeat from * across row.

To Cast On—Make a loop, leaving a long end and slip loop to a needle; with loose end, make a loop on left thumb; insert needle in this loop and with end attached to ball, k a st on the needle; tighten loose end with left hand.

To Knit (k)—Holding the needle containing the sts in the left hand, with the yarn back of the work, insert the right-hand needle into first loop and make a loop on right-hand needle, as for casting on, slip loop from left needle. The loops should be retained on the right-hand needle. Work each st in this way until no loop remains on the left-hand needle. When the row described above is repeated back and forth, any number of times, the work becomes alike on both sides and is called GARTER STITCH.

To Purl (p)—Hold as for plain knitting, but bring the yarn to front of the work. Insert the right-hand needle from right to left through the front of the next st, pass the yarn around the back of the right-hand needle, draw it over the needle and through the loop, backwards, and let the st slip off the left needle, just as in plain knitting. When purling comes after plain knitting in the same row, the yarn must be brought from back to front under the point of the right-hand needle, and it must be brought back again in the same manner before returning to plain knitting.

Weaving Stockinette Stitch—Thread a tapestry needle and bring pieces to be joined close together. Draw up yarn in first st on upper piece, inserting needle from wrong side; insert needle from right side in first st on lower piece and bring up through next st from wrong side—draw up yarn; * insert needle from right side in same st as before on upper piece and bring up through next st from wrong side—draw up yarn; insert needle from right side in same st as before on lower piece and bring up through next st—draw up yarn; repeat from * until all sts are joined, and fasten yarn well before breaking off.

To Block or Steam—Turn wrong side out. Lay flat on a pressing board. Pin edges if necessary to make it lie flat. Lay a wet cloth over it. Pass a hot iron lightly over the cloth allowing the steam to go through.
Never too young nor too old...
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